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Multi-Award Winning Specialists in Commercial 
Floor Coverings

AboutAbout

At Walton Flooring Contractors we pride ourselves in giving our clients 
an outstanding service from start to finish, whether you simply need a 
quote that’s in-line with your specification or wish to discuss innovative 
ideas – giving you a better return on your project or investment.

As a flooring supplier with approved contract status for major brands 
such as Amtico, Quick-Step, Polymor and Tarkett, our highly responsive 
team have equal measures of knowledge and passion to ensure a first 

rate and value-added project that’s on-time and within budget.

Striving to motivate people and help our clients and suppliers in a way 
that benefits both business and society, Walton Flooring Contractors 
– as a purpose driven business – adopts the “Blueprint for Better 
Business” framework and makes every effort to be honest, responsible 
and fair – delivering long-term sustainable performance for today and 
future generations.
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Why us?Why us?
Our approach to managing your project

“Exceptional service and attitude from back 
office through to onsite installation. The 

team went above and beyond when barriers 
cropped up and managed to turn around 

every tight deadline.”

mulbury
sales director

“Our dedicated Account Manager 
took the time to fully understand 

our requirements before submitting 
solutions, proposing cost savings, and 

providing installation schedules.”

Countryside properties
QS

“WFC products are of a very high standard; 
their systems are streamlined, making 
our business activities more efficient 

and ultimately helped to complete the 
development ahead of schedule.”

New City Vision / Parklands
Commercial Director

SITE VISIT
Discuss project, site survey & budget

PRODUCT CONFIRMATION
Introduce innovative ideas

SEND PROPOSAL
& estimate

CLIENT APPOINTS WFC
WFC assigns account manager

CO-ORDINATE 
INSTALLATION SCHEDULE

WORKS 
COMMENCE

TROUBLESHOOTING
Overcome any issues

PROJECT COMPLETION
Client signs off project

ONGOING SUPPORT
Reactive maintenance

Testimonials

Trusted by

We keep you updated on progress using a tracker showing you exactly what stage each of your individual locations are up to.
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The Luxury of Rigid Core Flooring

Mekong Plank Overcast UFS2073

UV Coating & Wear Layer

Design

SPC Carrier Board

Impact Sound

Rigid core is a type of floating floor that clicks and locks into place (no adhesive necessary) and can be installed over most existing hard floors, meaning 
less upheaval in your home during installation.

An ideal alternative to laminate and engineered hardwood floors, rigid core offers the same realistic look, but with the durability and waterproof 
qualities of luxury vinyl.

Rigid Core LVT / SPc
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Rigid Core LVT/SPC   |   M
ississippi

Cool Grey 2430 Dove Grey 2433

Light Natural Oak 2432

Cinnamon Oak 2431

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Registered Embossed
Wear Layer: 0.25mm
Thickness: 4.5mm
No. of Boards: 10
Pack Size: 2.196m2 
Commercial Warranty: 10 yrs

The Mississippi range has a 10-year
warranty when used in a commercial property 
which emphasises the high level of quality and 
durability the flooring has. It is ideal for all homes 
and rooms as it is entirely waterproof, making it 
easy to maintain daily. 

To replicate real wood flooring, the planks have 
bevelled edges to give a smooth finish to your 
floor as well as having an authentic embossed 
finish from the use of grains and knots running 
through the planks. 

The installation is easier than ever as the planks 
have an innovation click system, so your floor will 
be laid in no time. 

The Mississippi’s colour range will add depth to 
your home. The richness of the colours with grey 
and shades of browns is perfect for traditional 
and modern homes.

Mississippi

y

No Need to 
Acclimatise

No Expansion
or Contraction

Waterproof

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Durable and
Hardwearing

Fantastic 
Warranties

No Glue Needed

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Home-Wid
Suitabilit

100% Recyclable

In-Built Underlay
Backing

Noise Reduction

Eco Friendl

Real Wood Feel
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Rigid Core LVT/SPC   |   Congo

Sepia Oak  2425

Cedar Oak  2423

Tan Oak 2420

Gingerbread 2418

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Registered Embossed
Wear Layer: 0.5mm
Thickness: 4mm
No. of Boards: 10
Pack Size: 2.235m2 
Commercial Warranty: 15 yrs

The Congo collection is very strong and durable 
which is great for any property as it is made to 
last and stand the test of time. 

Congo is entirely waterproof, so you needn’t 
worry about any spillages as the planks just wipe 
clean. 

The beauty of having wide-planked flooring is 
that it enhances both small and large rooms, 
making it versatile as it flows from room to room. 

The Congo collection colours includes blends 
of brown and grey hues with a cool undertone, 
making the flooring look crisp and fresh, which is 
perfect to brighten up any home. 

The colour has a very stripped back feel, which 
is ideal if you want to create an elegant and 
timeless home whilst still having a modern feel 
to it. 

The different variant of colour adds detail to the 
knots and grains give the planks the authentic 
registered embossed effect, making it look like 
real hardwood flooring.

Congo

e
y

y

No Need to 
Acclimatise

No Expansion
or Contraction

Waterproof

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Durable and
Hardwearing

Fantastic 
Warranties

No Glue Needed

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Home-Wid
Suitabilit

100% Recyclable

In-Built Underlay
Backing

Noise Reduction

Eco Friendl

Real Wood Feel

Hazelwood Oak 2424

Cotton 2421

Stone Grey 2419

Thunder Cloud Grey 2416
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Slate Grey Tile 2114 Obsidian Slate Tile 2117

River Rock Tile 2116

Pebble Tile 2115

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Registered Embossed
Wear Layer: 0.5mm
Thickness: 4mm
No. of Boards: 6
Pack Size: 2.241m2 
Commercial Warranty: 15 yrs

Rigid Core LVT/SPC   |   A
m

azon

The Amazon flooring collection is perfect for you 
if you want the look of tiles but without the cost 
and cold feet! 

These XL authentic tile style planks are easy to 
fit thanks to the innovation click design which is 
quick to install into any room/s of your home. It 
is simple to look after as you can wipe it clean 
which is great if you have a busy household or 
have children and/or pets. 

This is a simple yet classic design that is perfect 
for large living areas and paired with light colour 
walls as the floor already does the talking with its 
dramatic look.

Amazon

y

No Need to 
Acclimatise

No Expansion
or Contraction

Waterproof

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Durable and
Hardwearing

Fantastic 
Warranties

No Glue Needed

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Home-Wid
Suitabilit

100% Recyclable

In-Built Underlay
Backing

Noise Reduction

Eco Friendl

Real Wood Feel
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Rigid Core LVT/SPC   |   M
ekong Plank

Natural Oak 2072w Mouse Grey  2075

Classic Oak  2074

Overcast  2073

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Registered Embossed
Wear Layer: 0.55mm
Thickness: 5mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.235m2 
Commercial Warranty: 15 yrs

The Mekong range of flooring is a great real 
wood alternative as it is cheaper and easier 
to install as the plank have an innovation click 
installation method. 

The bevelled edges make it easier to clean as 
the surface is smooth and gives it a very similar 
finish to hardwood flooring.

The Mekong Plank style has an array of colour, so 
no two planks are the same, creating a realistic 
look, especially with the authentic registered 
embossed effect finish. 

This flooring is currently on-trend, as it is a 
neutral and subtle colour, it will compliment a 
vast array of interior designs and colours. 

It is stylishly sleek, which is perfect if you are 
opting for the minimalist look, especially as there 
is detail in the flooring from the grains and knots. 
The light and cool tones create a more spacious 
and tranquil feeling.

Mekong Plank

y

No Need to 
Acclimatise

No Expansion
or Contraction

Waterproof

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Durable and
Hardwearing

Fantastic 
Warranties

No Glue Needed

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Home-Wid
Suitabilit

100% Recyclable

In-Built Underlay
Backing

Noise Reduction

Eco Friendl

Real Wood Feel
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y

No Need to 
Acclimatise

No Expansion
or Contraction

Waterproof

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Durable and
Hardwearing

Fantastic 
Warranties

No Glue Needed

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Home-Wid
Suitabilit

100% Recyclable

In-Built Underlay
Backing

Noise Reduction

Eco Friendl

Real Wood Feel

Mekong 
Herringbone

Rigid Core LVT/SPC   |   M
ekong H

erringbone

Natural Oak 2072H Mouse Grey  2075H

Classic Oak  2074H

Overcast  2073H

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Registered Embossed
Wear Layer: 0.55mm
Thickness: 5.5mm
No. of Boards: 20
Pack Size: 1.752m2 
Commercial Warranty: 15 yrs

The Mekong Herringbone is perfect, if you are 
seeking a chic and stylish type of flooring. 

This is not a wooden floor, but it has an embossed 
herringbone effect which is sophisticated, and it is 
well loved in high-end interior homes.

This specification of flooring is extremely durable, 
so if you are accident prone or you are looking 
to keep this flooring for a long time, then this the 
correct choice for you. The installation is hassle 
free, as it is fitted by using the innovation-click 
method, meaning the installation will not take 
weeks and you will be able to enjoy your floor as 
soon as possible.

You will be covered with a 25-year domestic 
guarantee or a 15-year commercial guarantee 
depending on whether you use the flooring 
domestically or commercially.
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y

No Need to 
Acclimatise

No Expansion
or Contraction

Waterproof

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Durable and
Hardwearing

Fantastic 
Warranties

No Glue Needed

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Home-Wid
Suitabilit

100% Recyclable

In-Built Underlay
Backing

Noise Reduction

Eco Friendl

Real Wood Feel

Rigid Core LVT/SPC   |   D
anube Plank

Vintage Light Oak 3524 Warm Oak 3527

Graphite Oak 3526

Desert Oak 3525

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Registered Embossed
Wear Layer: 0.5mm
Thickness: 4mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 1.573m2 
Commercial Warranty: 15 yrs

The Danube Plank collection is a great idea, if 
you are looking for a warm and welcoming style 
of flooring. 

The various shades help to add a sleek and 
sophisticated look to your room and the shade of 
colour blends well with other colours. 

This is not a wooden floor, but it looks like a 
wooden floor. This flooring also has an embossed 
herringbone effect which is fun yet classy, and it 
is well received in high-end interior homes. 

This specification of flooring is extremely 
durable, so if you are prone to causing wear and 
tear or you are looking to buy a flooring which 
will look as good as the day you installed it in 
years to come, then this the best choice for you. 

The installation is relatively easy, as it is fitted 
by using the innovation-click method, meaning 
the installation will not take too long and you 
will be able to use your flooring as soon as it has 
been laid. You will be covered with a 25-year 
guarantee for domestic use, as the quality is of a 
very high standard and a 15-year guarantee for 
commercial use.

Danube Plank
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y

No Need to 
Acclimatise

No Expansion
or Contraction

Waterproof

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Durable and
Hardwearing

Fantastic 
Warranties

No Glue Needed

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Home-Wid
Suitabilit

100% Recyclable

In-Built Underlay
Backing

Noise Reduction

Eco Friendl

Real Wood Feel

Vintage Light Oak 3524H Warm Oak 3527H

Graphite Oak 3526H

Desert Oak 3525H

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Registered Embossed
Wear Layer: 0.5mm
Thickness: 4mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.225m2

Commercial Warranty: 15 yrs

Rigid Core LVT/SPC   |   D
anube H

erringbone

Danube 
Herringbone
The Danube Herringbone is amazing if you 
are seeking an elegant and fashionable style 
of flooring. The various shades add a chic and 
seductive look to your room and the shade 
blends in well with any most colour pallets. 

This is not a real wooden floor, but it has a 
registered embossed wood effect which is chic, 
and this style of flooring is regularly featured in 
interior design photographs. 

This specification of flooring is extremely 
durable, so if you are likely to cause marks and 
scratches to your floor, there is no need to worry. 

The installation is rather speedy, as it is fitted by 
using the innovation-click method, meaning the 
installation will not take weeks and you will be 
able to enjoy your floor as soon as possible. 

You will be covered with a 25-year guarantee, as 
the floor is made to a very high standard. If you 
use the flooring commercially, there is a 15-year 
guarantee.
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y

No Need to 
Acclimatise

No Expansion
or Contraction

Waterproof

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Durable and
Hardwearing

Fantastic 
Warranties

No Glue Needed

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Home-Wid
Suitabilit

100% Recyclable

In-Built Underlay
Backing

Noise Reduction

Eco Friendl

Real Wood Feel

Rigid Core LVT/SPC   |   N
ile

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Registered Embossed
Wear Layer: 0.5mm
Thickness: 4mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.235m2 
Commercial Warranty: 15 yrs

Rustic Oak Natural 3523

Coffee Oak Natural 3522

Artic Oak Natural 3521

Smoke Oak Natural 3519

Honey Oak Natural 3518

The Nile collection is a classic. If you are looking 
for flooring which looks sleek and pristine in its 
appearance and blends well with any interior 
colour scheme, then this is the floor for you.

The range of shades bring character into a room 
and you could mistake it for a real wooden floor 
as it has a registered embossed wood effect in its 
texture.

Installation is easy as it uses the Innovation-Click 
method, so this flooring does not take very long 
to install. The floor is also ideal for every type of 
household as it is extremely durable, and it can 
even be used on commercial premises. As the 
floor isn’t overly glossy, it is not slippery, so you 
do not need to worry about slipping over.

There is a 25-year domestic guarantee on this 
flooring, as it is a high-quality product. If it is 
used for commercial purposes, there is a 15-year 
guarantee.

Nile
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Rigid Core LVT/SPC   |   Zam
bezi

The Underfoot Zambezi Herringbone Rigid 
Core SPC Collection is the perfect choice of 
flooring for a timeless and classic interior, known 
for being in large stately homes, Herringbone 
flooring adds the illusion of extra space due to its 
‘v’ shaped patterned, creating a vision of a wider 
room.

Silver Wood 05

Storm Oak 04

Beachwood Oak 03

Tempest Oak 01

Ginger Oak Stained 204

Weathered Oak 02

Zambezi

y

No Need to 
Acclimatise

No Expansion
or Contraction

Waterproof

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Durable and
Hardwearing

Fantastic 
Warranties

No Glue Needed

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Home-Wid
Suitabilit

100% Recyclable

In-Built Underlay
Backing

Noise Reduction

Eco Friendl

Real Wood Feel

Details

Edging: Micro-bevel
Texture: Registered Embossed
Wear Layer: 0.55mm
Thickness: 6mm
No. of Boards: 20
Pack Size: 1.537m2 
Commercial Warranty: 10 yrs
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No Need to 
Acclimatise

No Expansion
or Contraction

Waterproof

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Durable and
Hardwearing

Fantastic 
Warranties

No Glue Needed

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Home-Wid
Suitabilit

100% Recyclable

In-Built Underlay
Backing

Noise Reduction

Eco Friendl

Real Wood Feel

Rigid Core LVT/SPC   |   G
anges

Chrome Slate Tile 3512

Welsh Slate Tile 3511

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Registered Embossed
Wear Layer: 0.3mm
Thickness: 4mm
No. of Boards: 10
Pack Size: 1.861m2 
Commercial Warranty: 15 yrs

The Ganges tile effect flooring is perfect for 
those who want a fashionable and realistic 
looking slate style flooring, without both the cost 
of purchasing genuine slate, as the flooring has 
authentic tile style. 

Tile styled flooring is a good choice for various 
styles of homes because it is dark in colour and 
it fits well with any type of colour scheme. This 
style of flooring is extremely durable, and it is 
ideal for households with children and pets as it 
is rather robust. 

Slate styled tiles are not smooth in their texture, 
so marks will not show up as easily as they would 
on a smoother surface, and they are very easy to 
keep clean. 

They also add an indoor-outdoor look to your 
home, which is great if you want to give a 
modern look to your interior. 

There is a domestic warranty of 25 years and the 
commercial warranty is of 15 years.

Ganges
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The Luxury of Laminate Flooring

Dali Parchment Oak Herringbone UFL9109

Overlay

Decorative Paper

HDF Board

Backing

Increasingly popular, laminate flooring offers a great low maintenance alternative to real wood or tile flooring. Underfoot stocks high quality cheap 
laminate flooring from a number of leading manufacturers all under one site.

Highly durable, our laminate flooring has been designed to last and is easy to maintain. Simply sweep and mop, Underfoot laminate is great for flooring 
in family homes, allowing sticky fingers marks and muddy footprints to be easily cleaned. In addition to its practical benefits, laminate flooring offers 
exceptional value for money, often costing less than real wood flooring. 

The laminate features wood grain embossing, bevelled edges and 3D textures to further add to the authenticity. Underfoot laminate floors are so easy 
to install - the planks simply click together and can be trimmed to fit around cabinetry and corners.

Laminate
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Lam
inate   |   W

arhol

Oak 8138

Dusky 8135

Tobacco 8134

Pepper Grey 8133

Biscuit 8029

Chocolate 7194

Details

Edging: Square Edge
Texture: Smooth
Style: 3 Strip (Plank)
Thickness: 7mm
No. of Boards: 10
Pack Size: 2.66m2 
Domestic Warranty: 15 yrs

The Underfoot Warhol Collection is the perfect 
choice of flooringto create a classic but modern, 
rustic style to your home. This versatile design 
will compliment any type of interior and is 
available in a wide range of colours and tones to 
suit your home.

Warhol

Real Wood Feel

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant
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Lam
inate   |   Picasso

Seal Grey 9100 Brown Oak 9103

Khaki 9102

Silver Grey 9101

Details

Edging: Square Edge
Texture: Wood Grain
Style: 1 Strip (Plank)
Thickness: 8mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.22m2 
Domestic Warranty: 15 yrs

The Picasso Oak flooring will easily add warmth 
to any home interior.  
 
The material laminate, but it would be hard to 
guess as the planks look of a very similar texture 
to wood, because of the extremely realistic wood 
grain effect.  
 
Laminate flooring is very easy to maintain and 
keep pristine opposed to traditional types of 
flooring. The planks are vertical, which helps to 
widen the look of a room and the room will also 
look more spacious. 

This style of flooring is timeless and is suitable 
for households that want a care free, minimal 
maintenance type of flooring. There is a fifteen-
year domestic warranty, meaning that if there is 
any unlikely wear and tear, you will be covered. 

Picasso

Real Wood Feel

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant
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Lam
inate   |   D

onatello

Ash Grey 9107 Koala Grey 9104

Umber Oak 9106

Light Classic Oak 9105

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Wood Grain
Style: 1 Strip (Plank)
Thickness: 8mm
No. of Boards: 9
Pack Size: 2.49m2 
Domestic Warranty: 15 yrs

The Donatello flooring looks wooden without 
all the hassle of lengthy installation. It gives a 
lust-worthy and high-end twist on the traditional 
wooden flooring. 

The flooring is installed by using the easy 
‘one-click’ system which means it is ideal for 
households which want a smooth and easy 
installation. 

The wood-like planks are laid vertically, and they 
are sleek and slender which means they blend 
seamlessly together. 

This type of laminate will not go out of style and 
it is suitable for homeowners that require an easy 
to maintain type of flooring that will last, it is also 
family friendly and suitable for pet owners as 
this type of flooring is durable and it will not get 
damaged easily. 

There is a fifteen-year domestic warranty, 
meaning that if there are any unlikely tears or 
scratches in the surface of the flooring is covered 
under a guarantee.

Donatello

Real Wood Feel

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant
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Lam
inate   |   Van G

ogh

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Wood Grain
Style: 1 Strip (Plank)
Thickness: 8mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.131m2 
Domestic Warranty: 15 yrs

Buff Oak 8052 Silk White Oak 8159

Black Smoke 8057

Sunset Oak 8055

The Van Gogh gives a seductive smoky wooden 
floor effect, without the price tag that is attached 
to brand new wooden flooring.  
 
Laminate flooring is something to consider 
because it is of high quality and it looks very 
much like a wooden floor. It is also relatively 
straight forward to install.  
 
The planks are laid vertically which helps to make 
a room look bigger in its appearance, and they 
are sleek which means they blend seamlessly 
together. This type of floor is great for most 
homes because it is suitable for households with 
pets and children, as it isn’t prone scratches and 
slight damages. 

The flooring is not slippery, and it is not overly 
shiny in texture, which means it will not be as 
prone to splash marks and any other type of 
mark, which overly shiny and glossy textured 
flooring shows.

Van Gogh

Real Wood Feel

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant
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Lam
inate   |   H

opper

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Structured Wood Effect
Style: 1 Strip (Plank)
Thickness: 8mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.131m2 
Domestic Warranty: 15 yrs

Warm Cognac 8182

The range from our Hopper collection has a 
gorgeous modern-chic feel.  
 
Be on-trend with this sleek laminate, featuring 
a hybrid of artic whites, silvers and greys. A 
minimalist design, the Underfoot Hopper range 
would pair well with any colour palette, bringing 
class and elegance to your home.  
 
Skillfully crafted to replicate genuine oak, the 
embossed wood texture and natural knot and 
grain detailing add multiple dimensions to this 
stunning laminate. 

Manufactured in Europe, our Hopper laminate 
flooring is produced to the highest of standards, 
with the added benefit of being scratch-resistant 
and easy to install.  
 
The beautifully carved edges, simply click 
together to create a smooth expansive surface.
If you are searching for a versatile high-quality 
laminate, then look no further, the Underfoot 
Hooper collection tis both great to look at and 
easy to care for.

Hopper

Real Wood Feel

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant
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Lam
inate   |   Rem

brandt

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Structured Wood Effect
Style: 1 Strip (Wide Plank)
Thickness: 8mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.694m2 
Domestic Warranty: 15 yrs

Gunmetal Grey 8058

Rustic Oak 8014

The Rembrandt laminate flooring from Underfoot 
comes in a traditional oak effect finish, for 
customers that want fuss-free flooring that is both 
visually appealing and easy to maintain. A classy 
neutral range, Rembrandt would go well with any 
decor and colour palette. Expertly designed, the 
natural grain detail seamlessly blends together 
at the joins. The textured feel and subtle design 
variations of the planks replicate the look of real 
wood.

Our Rembrandt range features a warm blend of 
light and dark browns, bordered by dark brown 
edges, adding depth and authenticity to the 
wood effect finish. This natural laminate is perfect 
for homes with spacious rooms; the extra wide 
planks join together to create the illusion of an 
expansive sweeping floor.

This range comes in 8mm thick planks, 
constructed to be durable and scratch-resistant. 
If that wasn’t enough - all of our Rembrandt 
collection laminate floorings use a simple click 
system for quick and easy installation.

Rembrandt

Real Wood Feel

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant
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Lam
inate   |   M

onet

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Structured Wood Effect
Style: 1 Strip (Wide Plank)
Thickness: 8mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.694m2 
Domestic Warranty: 15 yrs

Espresso Oak 8131

Grizzle Grey 8129

White Reclaimed Oak 8127

Boardwalk Oak 8086

Tannum Oak 8085

White Wash Plank 8081

Country Oak 8019

Fossil Grey 8024

Our Monet Collection is a lovely natural-looking 
laminate produced using renewable and 
environmentally friendly materials. 

It has a structured oak wood effect finish and the 
recurring pattern gives the impression of a real 
wood floor, with minimal maintenance.

The wide range of colours within the Monet 
collection would compliment any home, from the 
contemporary to country rustic. With warm mid 
brown hues and natural grain and knot detailing, 
every aspect of this design has been carefully 
thought out to look authentic.  
 
This range comes in extra wide planks with 
subtle edges, harmoniously joined together for a 
seamless and interrupted floor design.

The Monet collection can be used in any room 
and, for ultimate comfort, can be laid on top of 
underfloor heating systems. Our Monet range is 
perfect for both home and commercial use.

Monet

Real Wood Feel

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant
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Lam
inate   |   Caravaggio

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Stone Effect
Style: Tile
Thickness: 8mm
No. of Boards: 6
Pack Size: 2.52m2 
Domestic Warranty: 7 yrs

White Marble 5109

Dark Grey Slate 5108

The Caravaggio laminate tile range offers a 
minimalistic design, suited to a modern home. 
Subtle stone detailing adds depth and texture 
to the genuine charm of this flooring. Neutral 
hues are complemented by contrasting dark 
grout detail at the edges of each tile, causing 
the concrete/marble effect to catch your eye 
and further adding to the authenticity of the tile 
appearance.

Our Caravaggio range can be used in rooms 
across the home, and even for commercial 
premises. The laminate is hard-wearing and 
resistant to stains, a fantastic choice for 
customers who want a crisp clean look that is 
going to last. It is easy to maintain and you don’t 
have to worry about chipping it unlike real tiles 
either!

If you are looking for a chic laminate tile, our 
Caravaggio range may be perfect for you. Not 
only is the collection is suitable for use with 
underfloor heating, making it an excellent option 
for cosy living areas, but the simple one-click 
system allows for installation to be carried out by 
DIY-ers or professional fitters.

Caravaggio

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant

Authentic Tile Style
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Lam
inate   |   Banksy

Distressed White Oak 8163

Carbon Grey Oak 8162

Honeycomb Oak  8161

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Structured Wood Effect
Style: 1 Strip (Wide Plank)
Thickness: 10mm
No. of Boards: 6
Pack Size: 2.02m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Give your home the classy natural look with the 
Banksy Hickory Oak laminate flooring. The dark, 
real oak looking flooring would give your home 
an earthy feel, making your home feel more 
inviting from the warm hues as well as being a 
very versatile colour.  
 
The grain running through each plank will help to 
make each room appear more fresh and bright 
which will help your home to give off a tranquil 
perception.  
 
The detail the knots add in the laminate helps 
to create a natural effect, making it a brilliant 
alternative to real wood.  
 
The structured surface of each plank makes it 
highly robust and durable, which is ideal for any 
room within your home, especially this colour as 
it’s versatile and can be mixed with a vast array of 
different colours.  
 
The easy click grooves help to create 
asynchronous pore connection between each 
plank, resulting in a sleek, well finished real 
hardwood look to your floor.

Banksy

Distressed Whiskey Oak 8167

Hickory Oak 8166

Feature Oak 8164

Silver Fox 8160

Real Wood Feel

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant
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Lam
inate   |   M

ichelangelo

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Wood Grain
Style: 1 Strip (Wide Plank)
Thickness: 12mm
No. of Boards: 5
Pack Size: 1.293m2 
Domestic Warranty: 20 yrs

Create a bright and very modern look to your 
home with the Michelangelo laminate flooring. 
The surface imitates a wood grain effect to add 
texture and bring warmth to your home.

The range of hues within each plank accentuate 
the intricate detail of all the grains and knots in 
the flooring, adding dimension to your home. 
The planks are made at a very high quality so 
they are built to last which is great for all homes. 
The variety of colours within the Underfoot 
Michelangelo range help to create a spacious 
home as the colour mimics the natural colour of 
wood, giving a fresh, earthy feel.

In addition, it is also a great alternative to real 
wood as it is very easy to maintain as it wipes 
clean whilst having bevelled edges to create a 
real wood flooring finish which will add style. It is 
also very straightforward to lay with an easy click 
system so your new floor can be fitted quickly.

Michelangelo

Nickel 8157

Walnut 8155

Unfinished Natural Plank 8154

Golden Oak 8153

Worn Oak 3073

Taupe Oak 3075

Natural Oak 2987

Antique Dark Oak 3074

Real Wood Feel

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant
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Lam
inate   |   K

usam
a

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Structured Wood Effect
Style: Structured Chevron Pattern
Thickness: 8mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.7m2 
Domestic Warranty: 15 yrs

Glacier Oak Cheveron 8194

Rustic Natural Oak Cheveron 8192

Chevron style flooring is currently on-trend as it 
gives a sense of dynamism to any space whether 
you are going for a traditional or a modern look.  
 
The Kusama Chevron laminate contains a wide 
variety of hues which mimics real wood with the 
different coloured tones, so no two boards are 
identical.  
 
The detail of the knots and ‘natural’ looking 
grains running through each board makes 
it stylish and more affordable whilst still 
maintaining the luxury quality.  
 
The laminate boards give a high-quality finish as 
the circulating groove bevelled edges create a 
snug fit between each board so the transition is 
smooth, creating the real structured wood effect.

Kusama

Real Wood Feel

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant
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Lam
inate   |   D

ali

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Structured Wood Effect
Style: 1 Strip Herringbone
Thickness: 10mm
No. of Boards: 9
Pack Size: 0.89m2 
Domestic Warranty: 30 yrs

The perfect flooring for an exquisite, timeless 
finish is the Dali Marengo Herringbone as the 
design is renowned for being in large, lavish 
homes.  
 
The ‘v’ shaped pattern herringbone flooring 
makes, gives the illusion of a more spacious 
room as it creates the impression of a larger 
room as it helps to create the look of a widened 
room.  
 
The medium-dark brown colours with subtle grey 
undertones give a rustic feel which adds warmth 
to the room, making it more appealing to the 
eye whilst creating a relaxed atmosphere.  
 
The genuine-looking knots and grains running 
through the boards give a lifelike wooden effect 
which is ideal if you want to bring the outside 
in to create an earthy feel to your home. The 
structured wood effect finish and bevelled edges 
make it easy to upkeep especially for busy 
households as its strong and sturdy.  
 
The flooring is easy to fit due to its revolutionary 
flex click, making it much quicker to install 
compared to parquet blocks.

Dali

Parchment Oak Herringbone 9109 Rich Espresso Herrringbone 9112

Marengo Herringbone 9111

French Oak Herringbone 9110

Real Wood Feel

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant
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Lam
inate   |   Pollock

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Waterproof Structured Wood Effect
Style: 1 Strip (Plank)
Thickness: 8mm
No. of Boards: 9
Pack Size: 2.22m2 
Domestic Warranty: 30 yrs

If you like the look of a real wooden floor but 
want a more affordable alternative which is easy 
to maintain then this Pollock laminate flooring is 
suited to you. 

The surface makes it easy to upkeep and clean 
whilst still having a natural wooden effect. One 
of the greatest features of this style of laminate is 
that it is waterproof so is perfect for families and 
people with pets. It is also easy to fit so you will 
have a new floor in no time thanks to the one-
click planks.  
 
The structured planks will make your floor 
durable so it will stand the test of time, which is 
a necessity for busy homes. It also has a wood 
effect with grains and knots to mimic real wood, 
making it feel and look more natural. Each plank 
is made to a high quality to create a sleek finish 
as they have bevelled edges.

Pollock

Titan Grey 2443

Walnut 2441

Mocca 2445

Dove 2444

Saddle Brown 2446

Calcic 2442

Real Wood Feel

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant
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Lam
inate   |   M

atisse

Welsh Slate 2436 Black Tile 2437

Pearl Tile 2435

Ocean Slate Tile 2434

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Waterproof Structured Tile
Style: Tile
Thickness: 8mm
No. of Boards: 11
Pack Size: 2.28m2 
Domestic Warranty: 30 yrs

The Matisse tile effect laminate is a new 
addition that gives you an authentic tile look 
at an affordable price. It is easy to install with a 
one-click system so you will have your new floor 
installed in no time. 

The bevelled edges gives the flooring a high 
quality feel as it creates a sleek finish, mimicking 
real stone flooring. 

The waterproof surface makes the flooring even 
more durable which will suit all households. It is 
also low maintenance as it just wipes clean. 

The character from the different hues of the 
Matisse collection gives dimension which will 
add interest to the room, creating a sophisticated 
atmosphere and vibe to your home.

Matisse

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant

Authentic Tile Style
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Lam
inate   |   M

atisse

Details

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Authentic Wood Grain
Style: 1 Strip Herringbone
Thickness: 8mm
No. of Boards: 14
Pack Size: 1.238m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

The Renoir Herringbone Collection is the perfect 
choice of flooring for a timeless and classic 
interior. Known for being in large stately homes, 
Herringbone flooring adds the illusion of extra 
space due to its ‘v’ shaped pattern, creating a 
vision of a wider room. With a wide range of 
tones and colours available, you can be sure to 
find a Herringbone floor to suit your interiors.

The authentic wood grain running through the 
boards give an original aesthetic. This floor’s 
bevelled edges ensure durability and long-
lasting sturdiness. Its scratch resistant and anti-
slip properties make this flooring a pet-friendly 
and child-friendly choice, ideal for a busy family 
home.

Easy installation with CLIC System and 
compatible with underfloor heating, this flooring 
is a great choice that will stand the test of time.

Rosewood 4766

Cocoa 3860

Smoke Grey Oak 3773

Antique White Oak 3516

Rawhide Oak 4764

Chestnut Brown 3766

Renoir

Real Wood Feel

Anti-Slip

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Hides Sub-Floor
Imperfections

Fantastic 
Warranties

Durable &
Hardwearing

Pet-Friendly /
Scratch Resistant
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The Luxury of Wood Flooring

Glacier Bay White Oiled UFWOE1599C2

Overlay

Decorative Paper

HDF Board

Backing

We are so confident in the quality of our flooring, all our real wood floors come with a 25 year structural guarantee!

All of our wood collection is engineered, our fantastic wood flooring has been expertly crafted with layers of timber and solid wood. These multiple 
layers create a stable flooring plank, with great moisture and heat tolerance, perfect for use with underfloor heating systems. Underfoot engineered 
wood flooring has been designed to feel and look authentic, with bevelled edges and textured embossing. 

Our engineered wood ranges offer amazing value for money, and with a whole host of benefits, it definitely beats the hefty price tag and intensive 
installing process of solid wood floors. Engineered flooring is highly durable, it’s multiple layers of solid wood and timber creates a more stable and 
sturdy structure, great for even the busiest of homes. 

Engineered Wood
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Smoky Brushed Lacquered H126R

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Brushed Lacquered
Wear Layer: 2.5mm
Thickness: 10mm
No. of Boards: 16
Pack Size: 2.4384m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   Banff

Create a traditional or contemporary home 
with the Banff Brushed Lacquered wood 
flooring.  
 
The brush lacquered surface adds detail to 
the flooring. Featuring authentic grains and 
knots with a slightly smooth yet textured 
finish, to show off the natural beauty of real 
wood flooring, especially as each plank is 
finished with bevelled edges, creating a sleek 
transition between each plank.  
 
These colours will create a lovely dramatic 
look in your home, which will add dimension 
and create a cosy and relaxing environment. 
It will create a striking contrast if you have a 
light interior, making it grab attention or it will 
blend in well if you have dark furnishings.  
 
As the flooring is lacquered, you haven’t got 
to worry about your home being dark as it will 
help the flooring to reflect light, making your 
brighter so you don’t have to compromise 
with a lighter coloured flooring.

Banff

&

Real Wood

Durable 
Hardwearing

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Noise Reduction

25 Year Structural
Warranty

Eco Friendly
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Brushed Lacquered
Wear Layer: 2.5mm
Thickness: 10mm
No. of Boards: 16
Pack Size: 2.4384m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   Yosem

ite

Smoky Brushed Lacquered H126RS

Yosemite Brown Brushed Lacquered flooring is 
perfect if you are looking to create a modern 
or traditional home. The brushed surface 
enhances the natural beauty of the wood from 
the natural knots and grains running through 
the planks giving the flooring a distressed 
antique look. The lacquered finish adds 
protection to the flooring without taking away 
the texture from the brushed finish so there is 
still texture present. 

As the boards have bevelled edges, your 
flooring will have a high-quality finish from 
the smooth transition it will create between 
each wooden board. The dark brown wood 
has hints of yellow hues running through it 
creating a mix of cool and warm undertones. 
This is perfect if you want the cosy feel and 
added dimension whilst your home feels fresh 
and airy. It will also suit most colour palettes 
so you can create a contrast or a blended look 
with your furnishings.

Yosemite

&

Real Wood

Durable 
Hardwearing

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Noise Reduction

25 Year Structural
Warranty

Eco Friendly
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Handscraped Lacquered
Wear Layer: 2.5mm
Thickness: 10mm
No. of Boards: 16
Pack Size: 2.4384m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   G

rand Canyon

Handscraped Lacquered 128N

If you are looking for a highly detailed wooden 
flooring, then look no further with the Grand 
Canyon Golden Handscraped Lacquered 
wood flooring.

The hard scraped effect gives the illusion of 
the flooring look old and somewhat distressed 
antique-like from the finish of the planks and 
from the intricate detail of the knots and 
grains running through the planks. This makes 
it perfect for traditional styled homes as well 
as modern home if you are looking to create 
that contemporary feeling.

The golden honey colour will help to draw in 
natural light, creating a bright and airy home, 
especially as it is lacquered which gives for 
flooring a hint of shine.

As it is very natural in colour, it can be paired 
with a vast array of tones whether you have 
neutral interiors or prefer the more colourful 
look for your home.

Grand Canyon

&

Real Wood

Durable 
Hardwearing

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Noise Reduction

25 Year Structural
Warranty

Eco Friendly
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Lacquered
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 7
Pack Size: 2.64m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   Zion

Lacquered 1451

Add character to your home with the Zion 
Lacquered flooring.

The distressed-looking flooring is perfect for 
all homes as it creates an earthy feel, making 
your home have a relaxed and calming 
atmosphere. 

The bevelled edges to each board create a 
well-polished finished look, emphasising the 
high level of quality the flooring is. 

This natural wood flooring has a blonde 
toned brown colour which will add warmth to 
your home. This is ideal if you are looking to 
brighten up your home with a neutral coloured 
flooring has the lacquered finish leaving a 
hint of shine so it will reflect the natural light, 
giving the illusion of a more spacious home. 

The dark brown tones from the knots and 
grains is perfect if you want a traditional finish 
to your home or you want to mix modern with 
traditional to create a timeless home

Zion

&

Real Wood

Durable 
Hardwearing

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Noise Reduction

25 Year Structural
Warranty

Eco Friendly
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Oiled
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 7
Pack Size: 2.64m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   Rocky M

ountain

Oiled 1452

The Rocky Mountain Oiled flooring is perfect if 
you are looking for a natural oak flooring. The 
beautiful knots and grains running through the 
flooring ooze sophistication and class as the 
flooring will bring a lot of character into your 
home. 

This flooring is perfect if you don’t mind a little 
bit of maintenance. Due to the finish, it will 
require a little bit of an oil top-up periodically, 
but it is definitely worth it due to the true 
beauty the flooring has to offer. 

The warm, golden-brown colour will add 
warmth and depth to your home, creating a 
homely and cosy environment to relax in. 

The detailing of the darker brown knots and 
grains will add dimension to your home as it 
gives a textured illusion. Once more, as the 
warm brown colour is light, each room will 
feel more spacious as it will absorb the natural 
sunlight as it beams through.

Rocky Mountain

&

Real Wood

Durable 
Hardwearing

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Noise Reduction

25 Year Structural
Warranty

Eco Friendly
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Stained Lacquered
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 7
Pack Size: 2.64m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   Yellow

stone

Stained Lacquered 1455

The Yellowstone Walnut Stained Lacquered 
flooring is the one if you are looking for an 
easy to maintain dark wood flooring.  
 
This stunning dark chocolate brown flooring 
is great for any home, in particular, modern 
and contemporary interior styled homes. The 
rich colour oozes elegance and sophistication 
which will draw the eye into the deep caramel 
coloured grains running through the boards, 
which gives the flooring character and depth. 
It is the perfect colour to create a contrast in 
colour with lighter walls and décor which will 
make your home feel earthy and cosy from the 
warm hues of the deep colour flooring. 
 
It will also add more brightness to a room 
compared to other dark wood floorings as it 
has a lacquered finish as it adds shine which 
allows daylight to reflect off it, creating a 
commodious space, even in smaller rooms.

Yellowstone

&

Real Wood

Durable 
Hardwearing

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Noise Reduction

25 Year Structural
Warranty

Eco Friendly
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Lacquered
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 7
Pack Size: 2.64m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   Sequoia

Smoky Brushed Lacquered H126RS

The Sequoia Coffee Lacquered flooring is 
great if you are looking for flooring which is 
easy to maintain but is still wooden. 

This lovely dark brown flooring has red hues 
creating a chestnut colour running through the 
boards which will add warmth to your home. 
This is suitable for any type of home, whether 
you have a big or small house and whether 
you want a traditional or modern look. The 
deep brown grains and knots add depth to 
the flooring which draws your attention to 
each room. 

As it is lacquered, there is a slight shine to the 
flooring which is perfect if you want to use it 
in small spaces or lack natural light. As the 
sunbeams in, the light will reflect off the floor 
and add brightness to your home so you don’t 
have to compromise on the colour of flooring 
you desire.

Sequoia

&

Real Wood

Durable 
Hardwearing

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Noise Reduction

25 Year Structural
Warranty

Eco Friendly
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Smooth Lacquered
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 48
Pack Size: 1.944m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   Everglades

Smooth Lacquered 1491

The Everglades Smooth Lacquered flooring is 
the perfect way to bring earthy tones into your 
home. 

The stunning natural light brown colour is 
perfect to enhance each room of your house 
to make it feel more open and spacious. 

The smooth lacquer gives the flooring a slight 
sheen so it looks polished and well finished. 
The herringbone design as displayed in the 
pictures is a great way to make a room feel 
wider as the ‘v’ shape gives the illusion of a 
bigger room which is especially good in small 
rooms and in narrow hallways and landings. 

The design is renowned for being in luxurious 
stately homes so why not give your own home 
the same look. 

This flooring is a very natural way to create an 
elegant and timeless finish to your home as to 
floor does the talking with the darker shades 
of brown bringing out the details of the knots 
and grains running through the planks.

Everglades

&

Real Wood

Durable 
Hardwearing

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Noise Reduction

25 Year Structural
Warranty

Eco Friendly
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Brush UV Oiled
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 48
Pack Size: 1.944m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   A

cadia

Brushed UV Oiled 1493

The Acadia Brushed UV Oiled wood flooring 
is a great way to enhance your living space to 
make your home feel fresh and bright.

The lovely light brown with cool undertones 
running through it will make your home feel 
bright as the natural sunlight will reflect off it 
when the sun beams through your windows. 

Using these boards to create a herringbone 
pattern is a great way to create the illusion 
of extras space if the rooms in your home are 
on the smaller side. The ‘v’ shape creates the 
appearance of a wider room which is perfect 
for narrow rooms and hallways.

As the tone of the wood is subtle in colour, it 
is timeless so will go with all interiors.

As the flooring is UV oiled, it will require 
periodic oil maintenance in high traffic areas 
and occasionally the flooring will need to be 
re-oiled on less used areas.

Acadia

Real Wood

Durable &
Hardwearing

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Noise Reduction

25 Year Structural
Warranty

Eco Friendly
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: UV Oiled
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 48
Pack Size: 1.944m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   K

ootenay

Smoked White UV Oiled 1497T

This Kootenay Smoked White UV Oiled 
luxurious looking flooring is a medium brown 
toned wood with a distressed feel from the 
white hues in the grains of the wood, which 
really enhances the detailing of the flooring.  
 
It will add dimension to your home as it 
creates the illusion of added texture even 
though it has a classic UV oiled finish to it. As 
it has this finish to the flooring, it will require 
maintenance to keep it looking newer for 
longer. 
 
It will need to be reoiled periodically in busy 
areas and on occasions in quieter areas. 
Creating a herringbone design with the 
flooring like in the product pictures above, will 
give your home that elegant, sophisticated 
look to it as this design is very common in 
large stately homes.  
 
Not only does it look nice but it enhances your 
living space by making it feel wider, and there, 
more spacious.

Kootenay

&

Real Wood

Durable 
Hardwearing

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Noise Reduction

25 Year Structural
Warranty

Eco Friendly
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Brushed Oiled
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.888m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   Yoho

Brushed Oiled 14993

The Yoho Brushed Oiled flooring is ideal 
for you if you are looking for natural wood 
flooring with lots of character.  
 
The deep brown grains and knots running 
through the boards would add authenticity to 
each room in your house. These features in the 
wood have been enhanced from the brushed 
finishing of the wood as it helps to expose the 
natural qualities the wood has.  
 
Topped with coatings of oil will add longevity 
to the flooring to stand the test of time 
although top-up would be needed periodically 
to keep the flooring in good condition.  
 
The natural colour of brown wood brings a 
relaxing, earthy vibe, perfect when you are 
trying to create a peaceful home, especially 
after a hard day’s work. As the wood is pale in 
colour, it helps to bring in extra light, making 
your home feel bright and spacious.

Yoho

&

Real Wood

Durable 
Hardwearing

Suitable for 
Underfloor Heating

Noise Reduction

25 Year Structural
Warranty

Eco Friendly
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Engineered W
ood   |   Biscayne

Lacquered 14991

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Lacquered
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.888m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

This Biscayne Lacquered flooring is perfect 
if you are looking fora medium brown toned 
wood with both warm and cool undertones 
running through it. 

This helps to not only bring warmth and 
cosiness to your home but it also makes it 
feel fresh and airy at the same time, especially 
from the slight grey hues which bring out 
the beauty of the grains flowing through the 
wood. 

The darker knots help to bring out the 
character of the wood, giving your home that 
timeless feel. As the flooring is finished with 
a lacquer, it adds a bit of shine to the finish of 
the flooring which helps to attract natural light, 
making your home feel lighter. 

In addition, it is also easy to maintain 
compared to other finishes of wood so it 
is perfect if you have a busy household, 
especially if you have children or pets.

Biscayne

&
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Brushed Oiled
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.888m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   G

rand Teton

Brushed Oiled 14993

The Grand Teton Brushed Oiled flooring is 
great if you are wanting to incorporate wood 
into your home, but in an authentic and subtle 
way. 

The natural stripped back ash-blonde 
coloured floorboards with help to create a cost 
and inviting home as the flooring will add an 
earthy vibe to your home. The grains running 
down the boards will add the illusion of a 
more spacious home as it will add length and 
therefor elongate the room. 

The darker grains and knots within the 
wooden flooring add a rustic feel to them 
whilst giving your home character, which is 
great for either a traditional or modern home. 
All of the detailing in the wood is enhanced 
from the brushed technique used to show 
off the natural and charming qualities of the 
wood. 

It is also topped with oil to preserve the 
flooring which does require a little bit of 
maintenance as top-ups will be required 
periodically.

Grand Teton

&
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Invisible Finish Matt Lac
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.888m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   G

reat Sand D
unes

Invisible Finish Matt Lacquered 1490R

The Great Sand Dunes Invisible Finish Matt 
Lacquered is perfect for a more modern home. 

The weathered brown colouring flooring has 
cool undertones, from the ashy grey hues 
which are blended in with the subtle brown 
colour. 

It will go well with any colour palette but 
especially lighter tones due to the cool-toned 
nature of the wood. As the flooring is sealed 
with a matt lacquer, it makes the floor more 
durable whilst still looking natural as it won’t 
be shiny. 

This will ideal for families and pet owners 
and it is made to suit busy households as it 
can withstand a lot more traffic compared to 
other finishes of wood. feel more spacious as 
it will absorb the natural sunlight as it beams 
through.

Great Sand Dunes

&
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Engineered W
ood   |   Capital Reef H

erringbone

Herringbone Walnut Stain Brushed Matt Lacquered 1885

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Brushed Matt Lacquered
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 1.44m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

The Capital Reef Herringbone Walnut Stain 
Brushed Matt Lacquered flooring will give your 
home that modern and contemporary feel.  
 
The deep rich espresso colour oozes style and 
sophistication, especially as the herringbone 
design is featured in the majority of large 
stately homes. The ‘v’ shape the herringbone 
pattern creates, makes your home feel more 
spacious as it gives the illusion of wider rooms 
which is perfect in small spaces. 

The brushed matt lacquered finish is perfect to 
enhance the natural beauty of the wood whilst 
protecting your new floor.feel more spacious 
as it will absorb the natural sunlight as it 
beams through.

Capital Reef

&
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Brushed Matt Lacquered
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 18mm
No. of Boards: 40
Pack Size: 1.44m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   G

reat Basin H
erringbone

Herringbone Natural Light Brushed Matt Lacquered 1886

The Great Basin Herringbone Natural Light 
Brushed Matt Lacquered flooring will give you 
that luxurious feeling as this type of flooring is 
often found in grand houses. 

As herringbone flooring creates a ‘v’ shaped 
pattern, it helps to give the illusion of a larger 
area, especially in small and narrow rooms 
and areas. The light, natural brown tones of 
the flooring will draw in more light, especially 
when pairing with light interior décor. 

The brushed technique used on the floor 
helps to enhance the natural beauty of the 
wood by exposing the raw and authentic 
qualities it has. The matt lacquer helps to 
seal the wood whilst giving a natural finish to 
help give longevity to your flooring. feel more 
spacious as it will absorb the natural sunlight 
as it beams through.

Great Basin

&
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Brushed Matt Lacquered
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 18mm
No. of Boards: 40
Pack Size: 1.44m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   K

obuk Valley H
erringbone

Herringbone White Brushed Matt Lacquered 1889

Kobuk Valley Herringbone White Brushed Matt 
Lacquered flooring is a modern twist on the 
standard natural wood-toned wood, whilst still 
giving a timeless look, similar to large stately 
homes. The off white, stone-coloured flooring 
is great if you want to create a spacious home.  
 
The cool tones of the flooring paired with 
the light beige tones will enhance your living 
space by reflecting sunlight as the sun beams 
through your windows. As the herringbone 
design creates a ‘v’ shape, it will enhance each 
room further as it gives the illusion of a wider 
and more spacious feeling. 

This is great for bigger rooms as well as 
smaller and narrows rooms as they create a 
more open look, making your home feel more 
cosy and inviting.  

Kobuk Valley

&
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Matt Lacquered
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 18mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.888m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Engineered W
ood   |   G

uadeloupe

Invisible Finish Matt Lacquered 1490

The Guadeloupe Invisible Finish Matt 
Lacquered flooring is great for all styles of 
homes. 

The cooled toned medium-light brown 
flooring creates a fresh and earthy look, 
making your home feel more airy and open. 

Because the flooring does have cooler tones 
running through it, it gives off a slightly 
distressed look, making it look old and antique 
which is perfect if you want the traditional look 
or even a contemporary look as it will pair well 
with modern décor. The details of the knots 
and grains are so defined, each floorboard 
is unique, creating a rustic timeless look as it 
shows off the natural qualities of the wood but 
in a subtle way. 

The flooring is finished with a matt lacquer 
which helps to create a natural finish to 
the flooring without compromising on the 
longevity of it as it adds a layer of protection 
to withstand busy households.

Guadeloupe

&
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Engineered W
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Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Brushed Matt Lacquered
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 15mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.8272m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

Smoky Brushed Lacquered H126RS

The Canyonlands Brushed Matt Lacquered 
flooring is perfect if you want flooring with 
lots of character to bring authenticity to your 
home, especially as no two boards are the 
same. 

The golden honey brown tones of the flooring 
will give your home that warm feel, making it 
cosy and the perfect place to unwind in the 
evenings. 

It is a very versatile shade as it will go with 
any colour palette but if you want to have that 
spacious feel to your home, then light and 
natural colours are the perfect colours to pair 
with the flooring. 

The brushed finish brings out the beautiful 
qualities and details within the wood which 
enhances the look of the flooring considerably. 
As it is finished with a matt lacquer, the 
flooring is well protected but still looks 
untouched as there is no shine to it.

Canyonlands

&
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lacier Bay

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Oiled
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 15mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.8272m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

White Oiled 1599C2

The Glacier Bay White Oiled is perfect if you 
are looking for a classic finish flooring which 
is light and neutral within its colouring and 
it looks great along-side most pre-existing 
interior colour schemes. 

The ‘oil’ style makes the floor look modern 
and seductive in its appearance. The floor 
looks like a classic wooden floor, which is of 
very high quality and it stands out against 
other variations of flooring. 

It is also extremely durable in its structure 
and texture, so it is ideal for family homes or 
homes which that receive wear and tear, as 
this floor is unlikely to get damaged easily. 

This shade is also great for busy family homes 
because the light colouring does not show 
marks, so little maintenance is required to 
keep this floor looking as good as new. 

There is a commercial and a domestic 
warranty of 25 years.

Glacier Bay

&
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rch 

Herringbone UV Lacquered 1891

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: UV Lacquered
Wear Layer: 4mm
Thickness: 18mm
No. of Boards: 40
Pack Size: 1.44m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

The Gateway Arch Herringbone UV Lacquered 
will add a fun and fashionable touch to your 
room. 

The herringbone design has been frequently 
used within modern and high end themed 
interiors and the colouring is a beautiful light 
brown honey shade which helps to an add an 
effortless warmth to a room. 

The floor is also a luxurious genuine wooden 
floor, which stands out against various types 
of flooring. This type of floor is also extremely 
durable in its structure, so it is perfect for 
many types of homes, as this floor is unlikely 
to be prone to damages. 

Little maintenance is required to keep this 
floor looking great as the floor is not overly 
shiny, so marks and scratches will not show up 
easily. There is a commercial and a domestic 
warranty of 25 years.

Gateway Arch

&
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Engineered W
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Herrigbone UV Lacquered 1451C

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: UV Lacquered
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 20
Pack Size: 1.8m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

The Congaree Herringbone UV Lacquered will 
add a chic and artistic touch to your room. The 
herringbone design is a favourite in designer 
interiors and the pattern adds character to 
your interior. 

The colouring is a sophisticated rich brown 
shade which helps to an add an effortless class 
to a room. The floor is also a beautiful genuine 
wooden floor, which of excellent quality and it 
stands out against other forms of flooring. 

This type of floor is also extremely durable in 
its build, so it is perfect for any type of room 
within a home, as this floor is unlikely to be 
prone to damages. 

Little maintenance is required to keep this 
floor looking great as the floor is not shiny, 
so will you not have to worry about the floor 
being overly slippery. There is a commercial 
and a domestic warranty of 25 years.

Congaree

&
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Herringbone White Washed Matt 1459C Lacquered

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Matt Lacquered
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 20
Pack Size: 1.8m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

The Katmai Herringbone White Washed Matt 
Lacquered will add a touch of vintage class 
to your interior design. The herringbone 
design has been loved by many households 
for decades, as the pattern adds character to 
a home. 

The colouring is a pale neutral shade which 
helps to an add an effortless class to a room. 
This floor is a delightful genuine wooden floor, 
which is extremely durable in its texture and 
it will last for decades, so it is ideal for busy 
family homes, as this floor is unlikely to be 
prone to damages. 

Because of the sturdy wooden texture, little 
maintenance is required to keep this floor 
looking in good condition as the floor is not 
shiny, so will you not have to worry about the 
floor being overly slippery.

Katmai

&
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Herringbone Smoked White 1897

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Herringbone Smoked
Wear Layer: 4mm
Thickness: 18mm
No. of Boards: 40
Pack Size: 1.44m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

The Denali Herringbone Smoked White will a 
sleek and smoky look to your home interior. 

The herringbone design has been used in 
many high trend interior design projects, as 
the pattern is very chic. The floor’s colouring 
is a natural light shade which helps to an add 
classic neutral tones to a room. 

This is a beautiful genuine wooden floor and 
it definitely stands out against other forms 
of flooring, it is also extremely durable in its 
build, so it is great for most type of homes, as 
this floor doesn’t get marked and scratched 
easily. 

Little maintenance is required to keep this 
floor looking in good condition as the floor is 
not overly shiny within its texture, so will you 
not have to worry about the floor being overly 
slippery. 

There is a commercial and a domestic 
warranty of 25 years.

Denali
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Engineered W
ood   |   Saguaro

Antique Brown 14995T

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Antique Brown
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 8
Pack Size: 2.888m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

The Saguaro Antique Brown flooring will add 
touch of vintage, antique class to your interior 
design. 

The rustic design blends in well with any 
style of home interior. The colouring is an 
understated antique brown shade which helps 
to an add an effortless vintage feel to a room. 

The floor is also a beautiful genuine wooden 
floor, which stands out against other variations 
and materials of flooring. This type of floor is 
also extremely durable in its build, so it is ideal 
for any style or type of home, as this floor is 
unlikely to be prone to damages. 

Little maintenance is required to keep this 
floor looking in good condition as the floor is 
not shiny, so will you not have to worry about 
the floor being overly slippery.

There is a commercial and a domestic 
warranty of 25 years.

Saguaro
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Herringbone Invisible Finish 1450C

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Invisible Finish
Wear Layer: 3mm
Thickness: 14mm
No. of Boards: 20
Pack Size: 1.8m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

 

Mesa Verde
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Unfinished 20994R

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Unfinished
Wear Layer: 6mm
Thickness: 20mm
No. of Boards: 5
Pack Size: 1.805m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

The Shenandoah Unfinished flooring will add 
touch of rustic glamour to your home’s interior 
design. 

The unfinished design looks amazing in 
any style of interior. The colouring is an 
understated warm shade which helps to an 
add a homely feel to a room. 

The floor is also a classy genuine wooden 
floor, which stands out against other variations 
and materials of flooring. 

This type of floor is also extremely durable 
because of the high-quality wood that is used, 
so it is great for any pre-existing theme or 
style of home interior, as this floor is not prone 
scratches or damages. 

Little maintenance is needed to keep this floor 
looking in brand new condition because the 
floor isn’t shiny, so will you not have to worry 
about the floor being overly slippery and 
any accidents that occur because of slippery 
flooring. There is a commercial and a domestic 
warranty of 25 years.

Shenandoah
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Oiled 20992R

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Oiled
Wear Layer: 6mm
Thickness: 20mm
No. of Boards: 5
Pack Size: 1.805m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

The Voyageurs Oiled flooring will add a 
fashionable rustic look to your home interior. 

The oiled textured wooden planks blend 
seamlessly together, which helps to create a 
desirable sleek looking floor, the planks also 
help widen the appearance of a room. 

It is also a beautiful genuine wooden floor, 
which stands out against other variations and 
materials of flooring. This type of floor is also 
extremely durable in its structure, so it is ideal 
for most types of homes, including homes with 
toddlers, young children and pets, as this floor 
is unlikely to be prone to damages. 

Luckily, little maintenance is required to keep 
this floor looking in good condition is rustic in 
its finish, so will you not have to worry about 
keeping the floor looking smooth and shiny. 

There is a commercial and a domestic 
warranty of 25 years.

Voyageurs
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enai Fjords

Distressed White 1529S

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Distressed
Wear Layer: 4mm
Thickness: 15mm
No. of Boards: 6
Pack Size: 2.904m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

The Kenai Fjords Distressed White will add 
Hollywood glamour to your room. The antique 
finished wooden planks blend seamlessly 
together, which helps to create a modern 
sleek looking floor, the vertical planks also 
help widen the appearance of a room. It 
is also a desirable genuine wooden floor, 
which stands out against other variations and 
materials of flooring. 

This type of floor is also extremely durable 
in its structure, so it is ideal for all types of 
interiors, this includes family homes, homes 
with pets and commercial premises as this 
floor is unlikely to be prone to damages. 

Luckily, little maintenance is required to keep 
this floor looking in good condition is rustic in 
its finish, so will you not have to worry about 
keeping the floor looking smooth and shiny. 

There is a commercial and a domestic 
warranty of 25 years.

Kenai Fjords
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Distressed Black Oiled 152BS

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Distressed Black Oiled
Wear Layer: 4mm
Thickness: 15mm
No. of Boards: 6
Pack Size: 2.904m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

The Nahanni Distressed Black Oiled flooring 
will add a modern and fashionable twist to 
your room. 

The antique finished wooden planks blend 
effortlessly together, which helps to create a 
chic and sleek looking floor, the vertical planks 
also help elongate the look of a room. It is 
also a genuine wooden floor, which stands 
out against other variations and materials of 
flooring. 

This type of floor is also extremely durable 
due to its wooden material, so it is ideal for 
many types of homes, this includes family 
homes, homes with pets and commercial 
premises as this floor is unlikely to be prone to 
damages. 

Luckily, little maintenance is required to 
keep this floor looking in brilliant condition 
because of its oiled texture, so will you not 
have to worry about keeping the floor looking 
smooth and shiny. There is a commercial and a 
domestic warranty of 25 years.

Nahanni
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Distressed Grey Oiled 152GS

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Distressed Grey Oiled
Wear Layer: 4mm
Thickness: 15mm
No. of Boards: 6
Pack Size: 2.904m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

The Thousand Island Distressed Grey Oiled 
flooring will add a beautiful modern glamour to 
your home. 

The antique finished wooden planks blend 
seamlessly together, which helps to create a 
sophisticated looking floor, the vertical planks 
also help add length to the look of a room. 

It is also an eye-catching genuine wooden floor, 
which stands out against other forms of flooring. 
This type of floor is also extremely durable 
because of its wooden material, so it is ideal for 
all types of interiors, this includes busy homes, 
homes with pets and children, commercial and 
business premises, as this floor is unlikely to be 
prone to damages. 

The floor is also low maintenance as it isn’t shiny, 
and marks and scratches do not show up as they 
would on shinier surfaces. There is a commercial 
and a domestic warranty of 25 years.

Thousand Islands
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Distressed Smoked White 152WS

Edging: Bevelled
Texture: Distressed Smoked White
Wear Layer: 4mm
Thickness: 15mm
No. of Boards: 6
Pack Size: 2.904m2 
Domestic Warranty: 25 yrs

The Elk Island Distressed Smoke White will 
add a subtle glamour to a home. 

The antique finished wooden planks blend 
seamlessly together, which helps to create 
a stylish and sleek style of floor, the vertical 
planks also help to widen the appearance of 
a room. 

It is also a desirable genuine wooden floor, 
which stands out against other variations and 
materials of flooring. 

This type of floor is also extremely durable 
in its structure, so it is ideal for many types 
of homes, this can include family homes with 
pets and commercial and shop premises as 
this floor is unlikely to be prone to damages. 
The floor is also low maintenance as floor is 
not overly shiny, so you do not need to keep 
waxing and polishing it. 

There is a commercial and a domestic 
warranty of 25 years.

Elk Island
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